
08/07/2022 

Re:  Credit Card: Credit Limit £1,200.00 from 06/06/2022 

Dear  , 

Upon your request, I am writing to confirm that your  credit card balance is zero following the 
payment of £1180.60 on 15/07/2022. 

I hope this resolves matters for you, but please don’t hesitate to contact us if not. 

Yours sincerely, 

Customer Services Specialist 

-- -
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2017 Claims (lodged Jan 2021) - The First 

Successful Claim (Cheque Received 4th 

August 2021) 

1099 010 (Original Issue Discount) 

THIS INFORMATION IS NOT TO BE SHARED WITH ANYONE ELSE, 

BE VERY CAREFUL WHO YOU TELL ABOUT THIS SERVICE! 

This service is NOT for mainstream zombies. 

IF YOU DO SOMETHING WHICH RISKS THE SERVICE OR THE CLAIMS BEING MADE -

WE WILL TAKE EVERY SEVERE ACTION AGAINST YOU WE CAN THINK OF - YOU HAVE 

BEEN WARNED! 

It's 4th August 2021 and the first 2017 refund cheque from the IRS has been received. 

We never doubted it for a moment, because the Expert has been successfully 

preparing these claims for the past ten years+, but the cheque represents the first 

successful claim which was passed to the Expert by You And Your Cash! 

The Refund was for more than $80,000.00. Sweet! 

Update: 

as at 18th November 2021 four (4) cheques have been received. 

Spaniard x 

Instructor 

Simon Goldberg 

Host 

Simon, began his working life with Messrs. 

Coutts & Co, bankers to the Queen. During 

a career which has, thus far, spanned 31 

years, Simon has served time as a Bank 

Manager, Financial Adviser, and General 

Manager of a major UK Broking Firm, 

which later became London Scottish 

Broking. A Certified Mortgage Specialist, 

Simon set up his own broking firms in late 

2002 ... 

Instructor 

Mark Moxom 

Host 

Mark is a multiple best selling author on 

food, health and business. He has had 

decades of experience in natural health 

and is an outspoken advocate of natural 

nutrition and drug free living. He's also the 

founder and executive editor of Low Carb 

Mag 
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"hola,

This email is sent on behalf of the White Rabbit Trust 

1. I had hoped to provide you with some entertainment yesterday ... alas the preparations for next week's White Rabbit Seminar
in the Woods took precedence, and as such the following video was only finished late last night.

If you wish to see me call out one Simon Willans Penton (an abusive so and so largely operating on telegram) then click here

2. The aforementioned video was made as part of my pledge to out the Charlatans operating in and around the Freedom
Movement. As part of that pledge I have created the White Rabbit Posse - which is intended to track down and expose the
Charlatans.

If you wish to get involved and lend a hand (even if it's just a few hours each week) - you can join the Posse on Faceache, or
simply feed us information by emailing whiterabbiteducation@gmail.com.

3.  - MATRIX FREEDOM . They are
currently offering "punters" the opportunity to buy a house, or car - by using an unproven 1099a/c process. 

Following our last email to promote the Woods Event in which we stated that we would show you how to control the STRAWMAN
- by some coincidence - MAYTRIX FREEDOM began promoting Secured Party Creditor as a way to "Control the STRAWMAN".

MATRIX FREEDOM is hailing the 25 year old Secured Party Creditor ("SPC") process as a "new development" lol - It would
certainly be a new development for STAMP because he hasn't actually tried any of these processes himself.

Thankfully - what we will be discussing in the Woods is NOT SPC - because you are already a SPC when you understand how
the system works. 
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https://email.c.kajabimail.net/c/eJxlj8tqwzAQRb8m2pQYvW0vtGhoC9kV-gFGlsaJ4lhyJTmQfn3t2C2UwiyGuejcIxi0uzYRUpiigcZZRQmvJRVMEASPMMHnBH4NESgiJSVVXZUC6XFsvB5A9fqiW7dPOUToYvA57ccY7GSyC37D_EWfFRGc4qojlGHZ4cowxnDNBNdSW6IF257l-wjqdVkPMWhrdMooubyq8pozdFXnnMe0Y887-jbPPUx5KlqY11vffjXvhzL1RzRASvoE83e8hdjYMDO9MsXqvhQUHvLWauHqbhDvS0slREllKSu-hT-kh9p6an_dourdkC7BQyK1qHccnx5sEwaU1cds_nR82VG2ukcwbnTg81LES8yIwAw5RTGluMYMl5RTXljDKo1pZ6QhuqvwTP0nbpUQ1rbfMHeY8g
mailto:whiterabbiteducation@gmail.com


The FCA Warning about MATRIX FREEDOM is also creeping up the pages - just search for MATRIX FREEDOM FCA WARNING

A. Legal Quest

I'm pleased to announce that things are finally beginning to move.

One very lucky (and happy) member of the site - not only received a 1099 cheque in excess of $200k within the last two weeks,
but on the same day he received news that his LQ case was being taken forward by MSC.

By all accounts - he enjoyed a few beers that night! 

As always - do NOT phone LQ because you will just slow them down - not speed them up! 

until next time

Big Love

Spaniard x "
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Insiders Privileged Content/ Categories I 1099 OID (Original Issue Discount)/ 

2017 Claims (lodged Jan 2021) - The First Successful Claim (Cheque Received 4th August 2021) 
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FOUNDATION SEMINAR 

SESSION 1 

25min55 - What is A4V - very powerful private commercial process 

26min40 - Creating PRIVATE RECORDS essential part of the A4V that goes along 

side with it. 

29min30 - Confident in your OWN ABILITY to ENFORCE it. 

29min50 - What can you use A4V….moving title (adv)…….birth cert bonds (adv) 
main thing SETTING OFF DEBTS and CLOSING ACCOUNTS most useful and 

effective. 

32min29 - 15k judgement against Andy; used A4V. Had to go into court to 

ENFORCE the RECORD it had been settled. 

34min50 - The something else is when you get TESTED 

37min20 - learners; Winston Shrout, Brand and Adams creditors and 

commerce, Gordon Hall on contract, Franko Collins. 

SESSION 2  

[A4V Foundations] 

11min40 - When I had to go into court to AFFIRM WHAT I’D DONE and get 

tested by a Judge.  

15min5 - Gatekeepers have to hold it. 
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16min20 - Never gonna get a RECEIPT. Got to MAKE YOUR OWN RECEIPT. It's a 

PRIVATE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS it's what you use to do that. Really the 

A4V is the INSTRUMENT you're PAYING with it's the UNDERSTANDING 

foundation knowledge, spiritual strength, the ability to be TESTED but ultimately to 

ENFORCE by AFFIRMING THE FACTS and getting in some sort of FORM that the 

SYSTEM can see  and deal with that you can use to interface with to get your 

REMEDY - CLOSED ACCOUNT. 

39min45 - Enforcement of A4V - the bedrock of everything in the Commercial world 

of what you're trying to achieve. 

SESSION 3  

[Jurisdiction – Presentation proper]

SESSION 4  

[Common Law - Equity – Commerce] 

Maxims: 

The agreement of the parties makes the law of the contract 

The contract makes the law 

51min10 - Admiralty, the jurisdiction of currency - law of the sea - NO 

CONSIDERATION NEEDED = signature = you wanted to go ahead with it. You are 

EXECUTING all these things with your signature - you are creating SECURITIES - 

that is the money of Admiralty jurisdiction. You’ve been going around creating 

,money all the time. 

SESSION 5 

[Money] 

6min - Money of exchange represents what we laboured for, value from us. 
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7min - People, actions of are the source of all credit and value. Created with a PEN.  

7min20 - We don’t use promissory notes as there debt instruments, we use 

ACCEPTANCES.  

23min25 - BILLS of EXCHANGE (NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT = Prime candidate 

to use ACCEPTANCE on) - three parties to them. Still debt instruments as 

unsecured. Examples ‘’Demands’’ - Cheques - CCJ - Judgements - Orders - 

Invoices(Demands) - Liability Orders -  What do they need to turn it into money; 

you to ENDORSE IT!. 

28min - CREDIT INSTRUMENT, still negotiable instruments - but are guaranteed, 

secured - Bonds (Surety - someone guarantees to pay if you don’t). That’s how GOV 

financed. 

29min35 - MONEY ORDERS - guarantee bill of exchange - better than cheque as 

cannot bounce - pre-paid - Everything is pre-paid in the PUBLIC; we insured the 

GOV - pre-paid account in treasury - guaranteeing all the GOV. Credit instrument. 

It’s an asset not a debt instrument. 

59min - Most of my A4V were for courts cases and against the costs with acceptance 

and ALWAYS SENT IT BACK TO THE COURT. 

1hr1min - You got to make it clear your ACTING IN THE CAPACITY OF AGENT. 

SESSION 6  

[Discharging debt using A4V] 

The A4V example attached (to the right of the page) is an overlay. 

You write your acceptance on one of the: 

• Bill

• Invoice

10
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• Statement of Account

• Demand

• Court Order

• Judgment

• Notice of Default

• Letter stating you "owe" something where amount is included

• List not exhaustive

In other words - a Company sends you a bill and you accept the bill for value 

received.  

You do NOT perform an acceptance on a piece of blank paper.  

1min50 - They ask the vessel to pay X amount…you step in. 

2min50 - returning value back to the source. Original writing given out by Winston 

Shrout on A4V. 

20min20 - turn Bottom half of template into a CREDIT INSTRUMENT that’s backed 

by the accepted security at the top half of the template to give them something they 

can tear off and negotiate and do their accounting with. Money order.  

21min30 - Creating new money by your acceptance. 

1hr12min15 - MOST IMPORTANT THING - Administer the PRIVATE 

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS (PAP) - key document the AFFIDAVIT OF TRUTH 

(AT). When you’ve acted you’ve got facts i can swear the truth. AT just states the 

facts of what we did. 

1hr15min - Keep the originals send the copies if called into court you’ve got the 

originals COURT OF RECORD. Press upon the record - put record at top of letter. If 

you don’t keep the records they can disappear. 

11
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SESSION 7  

[Creating the RECORD] 

Creating a Receipt for Payment (Private Administrative process PAP) 

19min55 - about 28 days/month to pay a judgment. They give you the instrument in 

which to pay - an order for you to pay the other side - A4V MONEY ORDER - Who 

do I appoint as trustee? Someone in a nice fiduciary duty…… File PAP with the 

court, that’s the proof of payment - the receipt - you don’t get receipts you make 

receipts - I CA on PROOF that the PRIVATE RECORD OF THE PARTIES DOES 

NOT SHOW THIS HAS BEEN SET OFF/SETTLED and CLOSED. 

28min30 - SIMON…I’ve accepted lots of costs…. 

1hr10min - HMRC they destroyed the ladies INSTRUMENT (MONEY) so she CA if 

you send it back I'll pay the bill. 

1hr12min - I wouldn’t use it on something your planning to use it again i.e. 

ongoing Service provider - who are you dealing with, pirates - they want it all. 

1hr16min30 - Use A4V tool as LAST RESORT - FINAL BILL. Having a cheque book 

on a closed account as an emergency. 30% A4V - 69% PRIVATE RECORD OF THE 

PARTIES - 1% HOW YOU PRESENT YOURSELF. 
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A4V MASTERCLASS 

SESSION 1 

[Intro] 

SESSION 2  

[A4V Process overview] 

Every "letter" is an "offer" to do something. 

22min45 - MONEY ORDER = instrument Secured type of promissory note. Send that 

as payment to DIRECTOR and APPOINT him as fiduciary trustee. 

30min40 - A.D Smith can now swear with an Affidavit of truth - I can say for a fact  - 

on a certain date a MONEY ORDER was sent to this Director and he was appointed 

as a fiduciary to settle liability for Mr A.D SMITH with this Corporation those facts 

are irrefutable/indisputable. 

SESSION 3 

[PUBLIC interactions once A4V has been lodged] 

11.45min - Reply with CA…upon proof of claim (put them to proof on everything 

there claiming)… 

15min40 - PRIVATE RECORD OF THE PARITIES IS ALL THAT MATTERS. 

SESSION 4 

[PRIVATE RECORD of the Parties - CREATING A RECEIPT] 

An Affidavit of Truth is a Plain Verified Statement of Fact 

In this video Andy explains the Private Administrative Process by which you: 
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✓ create the private record of the parties, and

✓ agree that the matter has been settled, set off and closed, and

✓ create the most powerful receipt you can ever hope to hold.

We are unlimited at all times. 

We act with full and unlimited liability at all times, staking our life on our actions at 

all times. 

They act with limited liability and can NEVER trump us. 

Our unlimited liability status trumps them EVERY time!  

3min10 - MAXIM = PAYMENT TENDERED AND REFUSED IS PAYMENT MADE. 

(Buy a round of drinks and they say on the house. Cannot come back later and 

demand payment). 

23min30 - The moment you create the PRIVATE RECORD of the PARTIES that’s 

your RECEIPT that’s what you STAND ON. Your taking all responsibility for 

creating the RECORD in which to STAND. 

SESSION 5 

[Seminar rules notice] 

SESSION 6 

[Questions] 

SESSION 7 

[Review of the DOCUMENTS] 

26min10 - AFFIDAVIT OF TRUTH - ATT - most important, your RECEIPT. 

Depending on how many facts you need to put in.  
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3 stage process - (1) ATT - (2) NOTICE OF FAULT (you haven’t responded to my 

ATT if you don’t do so with ATT you agree with everything I’ve said in it)  

(3) ATT OF NON-RESPONSE. Certifies everything that happened before, sent ATT

didn’t respond, sent Notice of fault didn’t respond  -  By all terms you agree with

everything stated in ATT - wraps up everything you did = JUDGEMENT.

32min40 - ANDY…did A4V on the judgement itself it went to the SOLICITOR for 

Corp X ‘’Welcome finance’’ they applied for INC + EXP application - Court said, fill 

out. Andy wrote back CA I’d be happy to fill out if you can show the matter has not 

been set off, settled and closed.  Doesn’t the private record of the parties show 

matter has been set off, settled and closed. Judge said what do you want? Can you 

write an order to the other side asking them to show cause why there asking me to 

fill one in. 

37min30 - Andy - I A4V it within 28 days of judgement. Settled it didn’t even go my 

record. This is stressful thing to do. Believe we found easier way - show you later. 

39min20 - Simon had it with Treasury solicitor. 3 tests/times - always 3 - a pattern. 

Never move from your CA referring to ATT non-response. 

40min - The beauty, the only way they can show you that this (PRIVATE RECORD - 

RECEIPT) is false - First of all their gonna have to throw off their Limited liability 

veil - their gonna have to step up to the plate in their natural capacity/being: MAN, 

and their gonna have to have first hand material knowledge of the facts and be able 

to swear to those facts - they weren’t their, they’ve got no facts, so Mr Judge cannot 

argue this whatsoever. 

SESSION 8 
[Alternative Explanation (SIMONS)] 

explains his A4V process to demonstrate that it is the intention which counts. 
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Plus - who is going to rebut your assertions that you settled the debt? Answer: 

nobody! 

25min - SIMON - I've had instances where I’ve sent ACCEPTANCE back to the court 

and it worked. It was costs for solicitors. I A4V the ORDER for Costs and sent it back 

to the COURT and I never heard again. I had lots of COSTS awarded against me but 

I never paid a penny. At least not in the conventional way. Paid them all with 

ACCEPTANCES not physically by exerting my energy.  

SESSION 9
[ENFORCEMENT] 

When I use the word "enforcement" in the context of A4V - I really mean FINALTY/

CLOSURE 

If they leave you alone - job done - the Account is clearly closed and any debt settled.  

But, I suspect, most of you want to have the Account wiped from "your" credit file 

(which isn't your credit file at all if you actually "think" about it). 

The best way is to spin your web (A4V and prepare the private record of the parties) 

and then entice them into your trap (i.e: let them proceed to court). 

Remember what I said about no pain no gain! 

If you want a clean credit file; if you want an Account "closed" officially (i.e: 

officially recognised by all within the SYSTEM); if you want them to tell you that 

what you did was correct; if you need them to tell you that the Account has been 

settled - then you will need the matter to be placed before the Court!  

Enforcement is thus achieved by allowing them to attack you. 
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20secs - Once you’ve created your PRIVATE RECORD OF THE PARTIES which 

doubles up as your RECEIPT - the best receipt your ever gonna be able to get. Your 

doing one of two things. They’ll either leave you alone = job done. Or there gonna 

wanna get serious - COURT. There not going to tell you what you did was right. 

Example friend gives you a tenner at start of night. You pay back before going home. 

You don’t need a receipt. Both know it is right.  

3min15 - If they drag you before the court you present PRIVATE RECORD OF THE 

PARTIES. That is your enforcement of it. 

3min44 - You’d dismiss (dismissal) it - no defence already paid.  Send the PRIVATE 

RECORD OF THE PARTIES in privately and ask to dismiss, because you got the 

receipt for payment - they’re making fraudulent claim. 

SESSION 10 

[CASE STUDY and NEW STRATEGY] 

SESSION 11 

[A4V SERVICE] 
You will never learn unless you take the plunge and try things for yourself. 

That said: some people like a bit of hand-holding while they go through the process 

the first time. We offer that service.  

Contact: Simon@YouAndYourCash.Com  

13min11 - Enforcement where they beggar off. Judgement = PRIVATE RECORD OF 

THE PARTIES = RECEIPT. No-one can trample over it - stand on that judgement. 

SESSION 12  

[QUESTIONS] 
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14min - send A4V to person who gonna be paid. 

SESSION 13  

[BONUS material] 

SESSION 14 

[Court Script] 
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A4V EXPANSION PACK 

SESSION 16 

[FAILURE] 

The Main Reasons for Failure:

• You don’t believe that an A4V effects discharge

You have NOT read and or listened to the A4V guidance/lecture/webinar sufficient 

times to understand the process!   

Session 17 

[Q & A (CASE STUDIES)] 

When you A4V a MAN is coming in to oversee the settlement or discharge the debt.  

2min - you cannot pay a debt with a debt - promise to pay is a debt. Consistently 

novating debt, moving it into the future. 

As explained in both the A4V Foundation Course and Masterclass, if your 

ADVERSARY writes to you demanding payment, following an A4V - you go back 

with conditional acceptances as many times as you have to! 

Court claim 

- You A4V.

- They Sue.

- Tick the Box to Defend, and tick the Box to say: "I've Paid".

- Then do your thing!
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Yes, you're A4V'ing as the STRAWMAN - but you do so, in your natural state of 

being: man, who treats the STRAWMAN as a NON-ENTITY. Man treats the GAME 

as a GAME. 

So to claim that Bills of Exchange are not accepted ~ when cash/cheques are in fact 

Bills of Exchange and are accepted - is just a poor attempt to throw you off. 

There are two ways to ENFORCE an A4V 

1. They just accept the A4V and bug out

OR

2. you go to Court.

You can A4V on behalf of ANYONE and ANY CORPORATION you wish. 

If you're not prepared to go to court and be tested, you can always remain a slave. 

You have a choice. 

SESSION 27 

[Q + A] 

4min05 - COURTS COSTS Q 

Send the A4V to solicitors. Court order is a bill of exchange - a direction from the 

court to you to pay (3 rd party) - so you pay the 3rd party. Were ever there telling 

you to pay you send the A4V. 
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Simon Goldberg
Favourites ·  · 

Another Classic from Iain Stamp aka Iain Clifford and MATRIX FREEDOM this time via their off 
shoot - Sovereign Reserve (which doesn't actually exist - ie the "reserve") 

Note the section under ‘Existing Sovereign Reserve Clients’ where he accepts that you’re 
going to have to pay back the debt and your credit score has been ruined .. .so what do you 
pay the fee for, exactly?!?

likewise - you have the option to keep paying while he completes a process which NEEDS to 
invoke court action to make it work, but which WONT invoke court action because you paid it! 

Doh! 

this just goes to show his lack of practical knowledge about A4V!

He has NEVER done one hiimself! In fact - he's NEVER done any of it himself!

30 August at 20:26

5 shares

Like Share

99

Search Facebookn Q. 

* 

0 

Oo 
CP 

RESERVE 

••• 
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SIMON GOLDBERG 

ANDY JACKMAN COMMENTARY 

Video #2 

⁃ So, number one, this was the problem that I raised at the time. Customers do not

want to go to court to enforce these things. Okay. Whereas using this process, the

chances are you're going to have to go to court to enforce this. That's the first problem.

⁃ Problem Number two, this is more than likely going to have to go. So who's

going to be attending all these court cases. Who's going to attend all these court

hearings. You see, to my knowledge, there's one guy over there that has an inkling of

how this all flies, right? There's one guy. There's one guy. Now, come on, let's use

common sense. What if 10,000 people take up this service? Okay. And then there's

10,000 court hearings in a year. That's not going to work. Is it, it doesn't take Einstein to

work out that that's not going to fly. There's going to be a bottleneck. There's going to

be a problem. You can't have one guy appear in different places all the time. Okay. Now

it would appear that the problems have begun to rack up because. We haven't even

gotten to the stage or he hasn't even gotten to the stage where he's ready to write these

things off or going force it before the courts, people are already complaining that

nothing's happened. They're getting attacked by the banks or debt, recovery agencies,

finance companies, whoever it is, credit card companies, they're getting attacked by

them. They're receiving letters nothing's happening and they're trying to contact matrix

freedom, and they're getting no response. No one's helping them. They've been hung

out to dry. In their words, right? Take a look at these comments.
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Video #5 

[unsecured debt write off] 

⁃ Now I find that an unbelievable statement for him to make, because as I revealed

in earlier videos, I actually made iain stamp and Andrew Jackman, in fact, it's actually

via Andrew Jackman. I made Andrew Jackman aware the process they were seeking to

pursue using the acceptance for value technology. Would not work, right. They asked

me repeatedly to come work with them and I refused. Right. Is Iain stamp now saying

the Andrew Jackman, his sidekick, withheld information from him ,Iain stamp, and

from all the customers, is that what iain stamp is saying? That Andrew Jackman is

actually responsible for not spilling the beans about this process not working, right.

And that it would most likely screw up your credit ratings. If Andy fed back the

information from me, which was Simon recons this is not going to work Iain. Right. It's

nothing to do with you. If that conversation did take place well, then Ian knowingly

proceeded with the process. And so what you're saying now, Which is, I didn't know it

wouldn't work is a complete load of baloney because someone in your organization,

Andrew Jackman, definitely ought to have known, It was never going to clear credit

ratings. So don't give it all this ‘We didn't know’, but that's exactly what he's doing. He's

now promising. Right? Fuck this is just like some kind of comedy fantasy program. I

mean, Maybe actually we should turn this into actual serial started on Netflix and

perhaps you should be a superstar on Netflix? Right? Um, So now what you're saying is

that. Um, they're trying to a way to correct people's credit ratings. Yeah. And credit

files. Um, because they admit, right. So they now admit that they have screwed people's

credit files. Yeah but ‘he didn't know It was going to happen’. So at the very, very least,

he's now saying that he was offering a service, which hadn't been tested. He didn't

know would work, but he was taking your money on the basis that it would work and

he made the big promotional declarations that it would work. That's why he's basically

saying he didn't know it would work when he promoted that it would. Now I'm sorry,

but at the very best, that is gross fucking negligence and the maxim gross negligence

amounts to fraud. Right. He's full of crap. This. Bloke is full of shit. Yeah, in my opinion,

full of it. Absolutely full of it.
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Video #8 

Now in September, October 2021, I received an email from a member of you and your 

cash who just happens to also have been a member of matrix Freedom. That member 

informed me that there was a you and your cash video showing the you and your cash 

logo, up on the matrix freedom platform. Which was without our permission. The 

member had been given the impression, that we were working with matrix freedom, 

which is a lie. We were not working with matrix freedom and so I sent an immediate 

message through to Andrew or Andy and I said, remove that video now. On the 25th of 

November 2021, I received an email from a second member of you and your cash, who 

was also a member of matrix freedom, and this time I was informed that matrix 

freedom had referenced to you and your cash as a source of their information. It was on 

a page, I think, from memory, it was a kind of mauve page, this is from memory. I 

might be wrong. But nevertheless, there was a page on which a number of websites 

were listed and it included you and your cash and certainly this member got the 

impression that we were working with matrix freedom. So again, I contacted Andy, and 

I said, take that fucking page down. Take all references to you and your cash down. We 

want nothing to do with you. That email was sent. On the 1st of December, 2020. 

⁃ In fact, the first video that I placed up online was in response to a post from

Michael of Bernicia. Michael of Bernicia put a post up on his website, the Tennessean,

dated the 27th of April, 2022 in which he accused me, Andy and stamp in the same

breath, of stealing his lien backed mortgage process. So, which I was forced to make a

video to rebut that and to call out Michael and show me the proof that I'd stolen

anything. And in that video, which is the first response to Michael but also contains

reference to iain stamp, i make it damn clear that I have got nothing to do with Ian

stamp.
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Video #9 

⁃ Now that meeting took place on the 10th of May, 2022. Let's look at the timeline

on the 27th of April, 2022, Michael AB Benicia accused me. Andy and stamp in the same

breath in the same sentence, as if we were working together, he accused us of stealing

lien backed mortgage, write off process. Okay. On the 28th of April, I make a video

rebutting that saying like, what the hell are you talking about?

⁃ Okay. In his email, dossier and recent video, he accuses me and mark and some

other people, right? I think it's a Simone and a matt, he, these I think are ex members of

staff from matrix freedom, he accuses us four of working together, which we're not, but

he not only accuses us of that. He accuses us of stealing information from him again.
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From: Simon <simon@youandyourcash.com>
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2022 10:26:19 AM
To: Iain Clifford 
Cc:

Subject: Re: Iain's MATRIXFREEDOM peace and opportunity invitation

Iain

incidentally - you still haven't explained why you joined our website twice
yesterday under the name ??

You also appear unable and unwilling to accept that we DO NOT WISH to work
with you

Why is that?

Why cant you accept NO?

Why wouldn't we wish to work with such a great honest transparent guy such as
you? - (I am of course using those words sarcastically)

Answer: I have first hand experience of your bull shit that's why

so stop asking us - stop visiting our website and go fuck yourself!

Andy you can also pay us back the monies you owe us and which you promised
to pay - re the land reg venture that you did naff all with, and the referrals - and
NO you cannot tap up those referrals for your business.
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And Iain - diddums - if you think I'm defaming you - sue me

Here's my address for service:

1391 London Road, Leigh, Essex SS9 2SA

I look forward to it!

Just remember - defamation involves the telling of spreading of lies - not
truth/fact!

Spaniard

On Fri, 15 Apr 2022 at 08:28, Iain Clifford <iain@wealthfortress.co.uk> wrote:

Simon

I forgive you for sending yesterday’s disappointing email;

I have found that its always best to get the facts before pointing fingers;
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Subject: Empower the People

Hiya,

See what u make of this.....
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Hola,

this email is sent on behalf of Simon Goldberg and the White Rabbit Trust:

It concerns the recent post by Katrina Deacon, formerly of Empower the People.

Feel free to share this email with EVERYONE and feel free to Cut and Paste it on ANY telegram Group and or Forum
you care to.

Dear All,

 Spaniard here (aka Simon Goldberg).

It never ceases to amaze me just how bold and frivolous some people are
when posting allegations without actually telling the "victim" or subject or said
allegations - in this case me!

It seems there's been a lot of this going on recently (for example Simon
Willans Penton - videos to come soon)

  I have been provided with a copy of what I can only describe as a
delusionary and defamatory statement by one: 

Katrina Jean 
 [this is public

information]
Former trustee of Empower the People.

Let us be clear about a few things:

Matt Fantham ("Matt") and Simone Marshall ("Simone") used to work with
Matrix Freedom.

In fact, and according to Matt himself: Matt was part of MATRIX FREEDOM
early doors and helped to set up the Office, the Office staffing and IT
infrustructure on behalf of Iain Stamp - I trust I need not say anything more
about MATRIX FREEDOM, or Iain Stamp!

The extensive series of videos on the White Rabbit Trust You Tube Channel
should explain how I (unfortunately) became aware of Iain Stamp's existence
on this planet!

As I understand it: Simone was head hunted by Iain Stamp to join MATRIX
FREEDOM and took some persuading to join. As both Simone and Matt
explained to me: Simone was reluctant to join MATRIX FREEDOM and it was
in fact Matt who sweet talked her into it.

Stamp would later sack Matt for the alleged theft of £100k and breach of
contract (something Matt claimed was a stitch up).

Simone left soon afterwards, having served around three months employment
with MATRIX FREEDOM.

Why did Simone leave?

Simone explained to me that Stamp was simply "after the money", and was
not concerned about people. When Simone "woke up" she left a job paying
her £90k per annum in order to embrace the Freedom Movement and help
people!
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people!

How did I come to be having this conversation with Matt and Simone?

The answer to that is also quite simple:

Simone joined the YAYC website as a member in March 2021, a full four
months before she even worked with MATRIX FREEDOM (Simone joined
MATRIX FREEDOM in August 2021) - hence the fact her membership passed
under my radar.

I was - this year - contacted by Simone who was interested in having me
assist her with some lawful procedures to extinguish debt on behalf of the EtP
membership. I have been extremely successful in discharging unsecured debt
for people (just look at the Results page in Articles for some examples).

At the time - her prior connection with MATRIX FREEDOM made me
concerned and somewhat wary of her - so much so that I blocked her access
to the YAYC website as a precaution.

But then something happened.

Following the posting of my first few videos about MATRIX FREEDOM on the
White Rabbit Trust You Tube Channel in late April 2022 and early May 2022,
unbeknownst to me - Iain Stamp colluded with his staff to hack the YAYC
website (10th May 2022) during a managers meeting - those videos are now
widely available online.

Simone warned me of the attack, having been informed by Matt.

I asked for proof and was duly sent video evidence by Matt.
I inquired as to how the information was acquired and Matt said that he had a
"secret contact" within MATRIX FREEDOM ("Agent X")  as I call him/her on
the videos.

As you can perhaps appreciate - the tip off made me look at things differently -
it made me look at Matt and Simone differently.

It was around this time that Matt and Simone asked Mark and I to meet up
and look at what the team at EtP were doing.   Mark and I duly popped down
to Surrey and met with Matt, Simone and several Team members, as a stop
off on our way to see my dad down in Worthing.

We had a brief chat and both Matt and Simone expressed the desire that
Mark and I work with EtP.

Following that meeting Trina (aka Katrina) prematurely and inaccurately
posted in a telegram Group that I was working with EtP (or words to that
effect).

That should give you some indication as to the accuracy of what Katrina has
been apparently posting online today.

The niceties continued and we stayed in touch albeit NO formal WORKING
arrangement was ever agreed - regardless of what Iain Stamp has incorrectly
claimed in his ridiculous chronicles/dossiers which are so inaccurate I can
drive a tank through them.  
Sometimes Matt would call me to talk about certain things - usually a desire to
access certain services we offer, and sometimes Simone would contact me -
often to talk about points of law or question certain procedures for the benefit
of EtP members.

Matt and Simone then wanted to have another meeting except this time they
wanted Trina to attend. Mark and I invited Matt, Simone and Trina to visit the
YAYC studios. Trina couldn't attend because she lives in Wales and on the
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YAYC studios. Trina couldn't attend because she lives in Wales and on the
day of the meeting Matt cried off because he was feeling ill.

So, Simone attended alone (met by Mark, myself and our friend) - in other
words, she was  outnumbered by three old blokes, but nevertheless she held
her self well and was a credit to the EtP membership.

We liked Simone's attitude and intentions so much so that we agreed to work
toward a "working partnership" of sorts. We weren't quite sure what the
"working partnership" would look like or feel like - what we knew was that we
liked the ethos and values that Simone was portraying.

In point of fact - the EtP PMA is something that White Rabbit members had
called for years ago - early doors - back in 2009/2010/2011 but there were so
few awakened souls back then it was simply impossible to get off the ground!
There insufficient members prepared to pay for help and insufficient people
willing to work for nothing. The movement (in law and banking) was - at that
time - way too small.

It is only now that something like EtP has become possible.

In speaking with Simone we learned that EtP was something she had wanted
to create many years ago. It's one of the reasons she joined MATRIX
FREEDOM - she believed that MATRIX FREEDOM would be operated with
people in mind, and with people placed first. She left after 3 months when she
realised that she had been fed a load of baloney!

Hence - EtP was born.

Now, as I understand it - Simone had the vision, the idea, the desire and the
motivation to go out and create EtP.  Afterall - the Website Domain was
purchased by Simone in her own right. I have seen the proof! You may even
be able to check this for yourselves by conducting a WHOIS Domain search.

Trina was someone that Simone had invited to join MATRIX FREEDOM. The
move subsequently feel through when Iain Stamp (whom having instructed
Simone to go find some staff - changed his mind) - another reason Simone
left!

Having purchased the EtP domain - Simone made (what is with the benefit of
hindsight) a massive mistake.

Firstly she teamed up with Matt. Matt was running MF solutions Ltd (do a
company search). Matt wanted to be a trustee of EtP and in exchange offered
Simone a Shareholding of MF Solutions.

The original plan was to keep both entities completely separate. We'll come
back to this later.

A woman called Sandy (Real Name Miriam) was due to become the third
trustee of EtP, but she suddenly found herself in trouble with the police, and
so Simone invited Trina to join as a trustee. Far from being a Founding
Trustee - Trina was in fact a last minute substitute.

This is what Matt and Simone told me!

So if Matt is no longer saying that - then he has changed his story!

Let's get back on track.

Following Simone's visit to the studios, Mark and I were invited to meet the
staff on what was supposed to be a staff team building day (last Tuesday ~
the 19th July 2022).

Simone and I had been chatting on and off and had reached a point where
upon I could crack jokes and engage in banter!
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So we were friendly!

Yet still - NO Working AGREEMENT had been made!

During the week before the team building day, I spent a few days visiting my
mum and dad and dropped in on Simone because it was her birthday that
week!

While I was with Simone, she received a phone call. It was impossible for me
to ignore the abuse she was receiving from a junior member of staff called
Stephanie (working for MF Solutions).

Let's take a break there:

If you had a company, which employed a service provider and a member of
staff working for said service provider insulted you - would you:   a) 
congratulate the service provider for hiring a member of staff with such a
colourful

 vocabulary OR
b) demand that the member of staff be removed from dealing with your clients
(members)

 OR
c) merely terminate the contract with the service provider?

I would have demanded the service provider sack the member of staff or be
sacked itself!

But then - that's how i do things!

Simone demanded that Stephanie be disciplined. As I understand it - (in
subsequent conversations in my capacity as a paid advisory to EtP) (and I
might add - member of the platform) - Matt and Trina refused to discipline the
member of staff and instead picked a fight with Simone.

NOTE THIS:

Trina proceeded to make allegations against Simone, allegedly from an
unknown member of staff, about an unstated offense, made on an unspecified
day! In other words - Trina said "you did XYZ, you're guilty because i said so!"
(and I thought this was the freedom movement!)

Now go and compare that to the lack of detail in Trina's current wide spread
postings/allegations!

And so it became evident that something wasn't quite right!

Simone proceeded to contact me over the days which followed - partly
because she wanted an independent (paid) opinion (as agent for EtP) and
partly because she was unsure whether she had acted unfairly or not.

I won't bore you with all the details of the investigation [I will save that for the
video I shall have to make in light of the fact that I have been accused of,
among other things: fraud/theft and conspiracy and have subsequently NOT
been invited and or afforded an opportunity to defend myself at the Kangaroo
Court Hearing Scheduled for Wednesday!]

In point of fact - Simone has also NOT been invited to defend herself! Nor has
she been provided with disclosure as to the allegations! [I mentioned this trait
earlier]   I am therefore forced to make yet another (AMAZING) video in which
I will show the following:   1. Matt and Trina had Grievances issued against
them by Simone. Said grievances would require PUBLIC disclosure to the EtP
Membership.

2. Matt and Trina didn't want the Grievances to be made PUBLIC and invited
Simone to a meeting last Wednesday (which Simone secretly recorded upon
my direction).
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my direction).

3. During that meeting - Matt and Trina made clear their desire to run a
planned sub trust called EtP Express, and that they would step down as
trustees of EtP. Simone wanted Mark and I to step in as Trustees of EtP and
both Trina and Matt agreed in principle.

4. Matt and Trina wanted Simone to relinquish any influence over MF
Solutions - she was to become a silent shareholder as Trina phrased it.   A
loose agreement was reached by the three of them as to the operation going
forward subject to all the details being hammered out - in other words - it
looked like a good idea but needed further discussion

4. the following day (21st July 2022) Matt and Trina purchased a new domain
name, removing reference to EtP. EtP had already been purchased by
Simone.   5. Simone questioned the purchase.

6. On Friday evening at around 10pm, Simone received an email from Trina
(which will be disclosed in my video) in which Trina makes it quite clear that
she and Matt wish to run (for commercial purposes) a breakaway PMA which
would be rebranded and would be within their total control.

It was in this email that Trina hinted at an issue with the Intellectual Property
of EtP (we will come back to this in a moment)

7. fearing the worst, Simone asked that I urgently visit her and conduct an
employed investigation of sorts on behalf of EtP and provide feedback as to
what I thought was going on.
This is what I found:   8. Matt (MF Solutions) and Simone (EtP) signed a
servicing contract back in January 2022, using wet inked signatures. In that
contract EtP obviously owns its own Intellectual Property.

9. Somehow - by some coincidence or BY some kind of FRAUD an identical
contract - dated the same day - except this time bearing a digital signature
where Simone's is supposed to be - was created in which ALL Intellectual
property of EtP is given by EtP to MF Solutions Ltd (a company which was to
solely be controlled by Mat and Trina) according to their proposal.

It became quite clear to me what was happening.

In speaking with various staff members it became clear that Matt and Trina)
had been bad mouthing Simone behind her back for weeks and, as a
consequence, morale amongst the team was low.

Add to that - Matt had been approving his own expenditures without providing
breakdowns and without proper approval.   I gave my feedback and made it
quite clear that had we talking about White Rabbit Trust I would sack both
Matt and Trina and I would act quickly to protect the EtP members (including
the membership funds, website and Intellectual Property) which was clearly
under threat.

On my recommendation: a bank transfer titled "protected member funds" was
made from the EtP Metro bank Account to the only account available -
Simone's spare personal Account. The description clearly shows that the
funds are MEMBER FUNDS - hence creating a trust!

Certain (trusted) staff members of EtP were approached, and informed (albeit
it now appears that some of said staff members were not that trustworthy
afterall), and password access was altered.

A response was sent to Trina's email in which Trina and Matt were dismissed,
their appointments terminated and the Contract with MF Solutions also
terminated.

Simone asked whether Mark and I would come in as Trustees.

With no Formal Agreement in place, I agreed that I would accept a temporary
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With no Formal Agreement in place, I agreed that I would accept a temporary
appointment. I hoped Mark would agree but hadn't finalized anything with
him.  I didn't really want the appointment given the Bull Shit that Iain Stamp is
coming out with - but Simone was desperate to add some experience and in
light of the sheer numbers of staff departing EtP (employed by MF Solutions) I
felt that if I didn't help out the whole PMA could collapse.

A few hours after being dismissed, Matt and or Trina blocked Simone out of
EtP resources and even stole the website of which she OWNS the Domain!

Let us be clear - I witnessed this happening!

Simone and I worked until 12:30am Saturday night/Sunday morning
attempting to secure the EtP website which had effectively been stolen by
Matt and Trina. Matt and Trina have clearly tried to muscle in on someone
else's dream.

Believing that Matt and Trina could cause irreparable harm - I advised Simone
to take down the website. Which she did. This prevented Matt and Trina from
having access.

Simone then sent an email to all members and we visited the MF Solutions
Offices to retrieve / recover and safeguard all member data/paperwork.

Let us be clear:

1. the recording and email from Trina will show I am accurately telling the truth
- watch out for the video.

2. the contract which has been fraudulently amended will be shown

3. Members of EtP are aware who set the EtP Platform up! Most of the EtP
membership came joined through Simone

4. Simone's finger prints are all over the website, as is her vision, her core
values and such like.

5. The Founding Trust document clearly provides for a situation just like this -
in which appointed trustees have violated their duties. As such Matt and Trina
were dismissed, and THUS everything they have done since has been an act
as Trustee de son Tort - and this matter will be progressing to court.

It seems to me that Matt and Trina have adopted the stance that if they cant
steal the EtP platform and Intellectual Property for their own profit and gain
then they will destroy the credibility of the whole platform

I have also emailed the YAYC barrister and instructed him to review Trina's
comments about myself.

If - as I believe - they warrant a defamation claim - then I will be suing Katrina
Deacon and anyone else that wishes to repeat her claims.

In attempting to placate Simone today (she has been in tears), I have told her
this:

You can't stop anyone saying anything about you - but you can prove them
wrong and you can sue their arse!   I trust, if you have seen or end up seeing
the allegations from Katrina) that you will atleast afford Simone and myself the
grace of reviewing the evidence before making a judgment - in fact I ask you
NOT to find Matt or Trina guilty until you see and hear the evidence in my
video - then and only then can you hang them!

In parting:  please allow me to make it clear to Iain Clifford and the members
of EtP - As of Friday Night I became a temporary trustee of EtP. THUS Iain's
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of EtP - As of Friday Night I became a temporary trustee of EtP. THUS Iain's
prior claims are inaccurate.

Simone could have easily operated EtP as a business (something Matt and
Trina clearly want to do).  Simone chose to operate EtP as a charitable
platform - one in which profits are made to good causes. She has now been
subjected to all this bullshit for standing on her principles!
 You decide whether Simone made the right choice!

I know that many people have questioned Simone's involvement with MATRIX
FREEDOM - even I did!

Simone is very much like myself - full on with drive and tenacity - and when
she joined MATRIX FREEDOM she went to work all guns blazing.

BUT she LEFT when she realised it wasn't for her! She walked away from a
Salary and an ability to pay her bills.

THERE are many people out there (including those working for MATRIX
FREEDOM right now) that have continued to work for MATRIX FREEDOM
even though they ought reasonably be aware of what is going on!

LIKEWISE - there are many associated with the Freedom Movement who
continue to work for CORPORATIONS.

You can't blame someone for making a mistake. Even Mark and I had a
meeting with Stamp before deciding we didn't want to work with him! If he
hadn't tripped himself up we may well have found ourselves working with him
for 2-3 months!

Anyhow - I hope this all makes sense

big love

Spaniard x  

Unsubscribe | Sent by YAYC
1391 London Road,, Suite 77 • Leigh on Sea,, Essex • SS9 2SA
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From: The Spaniard whiterabbiteducation@gmail.com
Subject: Re: Notice of intention to Injunct and opportunity to cure

Date: 12 June 2022 at 09:26
To: Iain Clifford
Cc:

Iain,

kindly spell out what it is that you claim is inaccurate and or incorrect.

If I am unable to prove the points you are unhappy with - I will remove the offending or incorrect facets/items. Hence no need to
waste court time or expense.

Where appropriate I will even post an apology for you - on those specific points as I would have done anyway had the content of
the videos you requested be posted be shown to be incorrect. 

Here's some evidence for you: I presume you don't want that posted online? - even though I could have - given your demands
that I post publicly the evidence!!!!!!!!  Just so you know - I was sent this stuff - so I have no control whether your staff post this
online! Just so you know! I didn't even have to ask for it or invite it!

this will be placed before the court if necessary:

proof of hack conspiracy

Proof of inability to wipe mortgages, screwing credit ratings - stealing information! 

I will not send your own emails back to you - you can check the content of your own emails re Holy Grail claims, Investment
Return Claims and such like, plus claims of Mortgage Write Off 
Video evidence of the Mortgage Strike off Header on your webinar, and your misleading 10% track record claim is already in my
videos,and on your own website - see also comments from people in the you tube videos citing that they feel misled!

confirmed your 1000 agents, as did you in June 2020.

FCA register here: 

What else would you like? What have I missed out?

As regards a debate - I believe I already spelled that out - as per your demands albeit given the above - 'm not really sure I see
the point - but I'm happy to play along.

I am not prepared to enter into any other debate about any other subject matter. It appears you are trying to move goal posts.

On the other matter ...

you have until 12 noon today to provide me with the undertakings. 

regards

On Sun, 12 Jun 2022 at 08:50, Iain Clifford < wrote:

Simon

You have until 10 am Monday 13th June to send me in writing your allegations
and assertions with supporting evidence.

-
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From: Iain Clifford
To: Terry Franks; Angela Clarkson; Amy Kelly
Subject: FW: URGENT - Data Deletion Request
Date: 15 June 2022 19:05:18
Attachments: image001.png

I got steve to add in the reference to the source 

Iain Clifford

The MATRIXFREEDOM Private Members Association. This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and
intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error
please notify the system manager. Please note that any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the
author and do not necessarily represent those of the company. Finally, the recipient should check this email and any
attachments for the presence of viruses as we can accept no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by
this email.  

From: MATRIXFREEDOM Data Controller 
Sent: 15 June 2022 18:55
To: The Spaniard <whiterabbiteducation@gmail.com>
Subject: URGENT - Data Deletion Request

DATA PROTECTION: DELETION NOTICE

Dear Simon,

On Sunday 12th June 2022 at 9:26am, via email , you informed MATRIXFREEDOM (MF) that you’d received
MF council member zoom recordings (the "Email"). Based on the Email MF is aware you received at least two
MF council member zoom recordings dated the 10th and 31st of May 2022, respectively. The full extent of the
Personal Data you received is unknown to MF (the “Personal Data”). The Personal Data you received was
accessed and taken without MF authorisation (the “Security Data Breach”).

DELETION REQUEST 
The Data controller hereby requests you delete all the Personal Data received flowing from the Security Data
Breach. Further, the Data controller requests you promptly and no later than 19:00pm tomorrow (Thursday 16th
June 2022) perform this deletion request and inform MF at the following email
address  when completed (the “Deletion Performance”). In the absence
of Deletion Performance MF shall assume you retain the Personal Data.

This deletion request excludes, and MF reserves our rights to the source of the Personal Data you received
flowing from the Security Data Breach.

DATA OFFENCES 
The Data laws provide it is an offence for a person to knowingly or recklessly disclose or retain personal data
without the consent of the Data Controller (my emphasis added)
- https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2018/12/section/170/enacted

The data controller requests you discontinue disclosing and retaining the Personal Data received because of the
Security Data Breach.  

Regards 
Data Controller 37
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Iain Clifford Stamp (ICS) / MATRIXFREEDOM (MF) 

MATRIXFREEDOM – PRIVATE MEMBERS ASSOCIATION 

Date: 11th of July 2022 

Mr Simon Goldberg and Mark Moxom 

You and Your Cash, 

PO Box 77, 1391 London Road 

Leigh on the Sea, Essex 

SS9 2SA 

Sent by post and email: info@youandyourcash.com , simon@youandyourcash.com , 

mark@youandyourcash.com , whiterabbiteducation@gmail.com  

Dear Simon and Mark, 

RE: Potential application under the Norwich Pharmacal jurisdiction 

1. We refer to your email dated Sunday 12th of June 2022 (@9:26am) addressed to

me and the MF council. That email detailed your concerns regarding private

and confidential data that you had obtained and that you would be prepared

to disclose (the “Council Complaint”). The private and confidential data

includes, but not limited to, council member meetings (the “Council Data”).

Preceding and after the Council Complaint you have published concerns

regarding me and MF (The “ICS Complaint”).

-
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2. We do not address the various allegations made in the Council Complaint or 

the ICS Complaint concerning me and the council members. However, you 

should be aware that all our rights in relation to those allegations are 

reserved. The council members and I deny and make no admission in respect 

of any statements made by you. 

 

3. Nevertheless, in your Council Complaint, when referring to the Council Data 

you state: 

 
Here's some evidence for you: I presume you don't want that posted online? - even 

though I could have - given your demands that I post publicly the 

evidence!!!!!!!!  Just so you know - I was sent this stuff - so I have no control whether 

your staff post this online! Just so you know! I didn't even have to ask for it or invite 

it! this will be placed before the court if necessary: 

 

4. On the 15th of June 2022 @18:55 we sent you a deletion notice to your email 

address whiterabbiteducation@gmail.com regarding the Council Data you 

had obtained (the “Notice”). The Notice informed you the Council Data 

obtained flowed from a security data breach. Further the Notice requested 

you cease retaining the Council Data and delete it promptly and no later than 

7pm on Thursday 16th June 2022. Further the Notice expressly excluded and 

reserved our rights to the source of the Data you received flowing from the 

security data breach. You neither acknowledged nor replied to the Notice. 

 

5. On the 16th of June 2022 you contacted Andrew Jackman (AJ), a MF council 

member, disclosing private and confidential MF chat data you obtained that 

related to AJ (the “Chat Data”).  

 
6. I shall refer to obtained unknown data and the Council Data and the Chat 

Data as the “Data”. 
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7. It is now evident that former employee(s) who owed and owes a duty of 

confidence to me and MF members and council members have acted in a way 

that at the least constitutes a breach of that confidence. 

 

8. It appears that you have in your possession in the form of the Data material to 

which, on proper analysis, you are not entitled and which you have accepted, 

in your Notice silence, you should not use. 

 

9. We therefore propose (the “Proposal”): 

 

8.1 Permit pre-agreed MF agent to take an image of (i) the documents and 

all other data contained upon the Data received by you, such Data 

containing, but not limited to, the Council Data and Chat Data; and (ii) 

each and every copy and each and every partial copy of the Data 

stored on any device in your power, possession or control or within 

any cloud repository (including, without limitation, Google Drive) to 

which you have access. 

 

8.2 Provide to MF copies of all correspondence or communications (in 

whatever their form and including, without limitation, audio 

recordings) passing between: 

a. You (or any person acting on your behalf) and the person 

who supplied the Data (the “Supplier”) (or any person 

acting on the Suppliers behalf) which led to the supply of the 

Data. 

b. You (or any person acting on your behalf) and each and 

every third party (the “Third Party Recipient”) that contains 

any reference to, material from or information about the 

Data. 
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8.3 You swear and serve on MF within 7 days of the date of this letter an 

affidavit providing full and accurate details of: 

a. The precise circumstances in which you came into

possession of the Data including without limitation, the

date(s) of the supply of the Data (and for each such date

what precisely was supplied), the precise manner of such

supply and whether any payment was made in respect of the

supply (and if so in what amount, on what date and to

whom);

b. The name and position of the Supplier and if the Supplier

acted at any point through any other person in relation to the

supply of the Data, the name and position of each such

person.

c. Any copies of or material from the Data which you (or any

person acting on your behalf) have provided to any Third

Party Recipient.

d. The name and contact details of each and every Third Party

Recipient.

e. The circumstances in which you (or any person acting on

your behalf) provided each and every Third Party Recipient

with copies or material from the Data, including without

limitation the date and means of provision, identifying what

material from the Data was actually provided to that Third

Party Recipient and setting out details (insofar as you are

aware) of what use the Third Party recipients intended to

and did make of the material).

8.4  You swear and serve on MF, within 7 days of the date of our Proposal 

discharge agreement an affidavit attesting to the deletion of all Data 

obtained flowing from the security data breach. 
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10. We are in principle willing to cover the reasonable costs you incur in

complying with this Proposal, although those costs will need to be discussed

in advance before we commit to them.

11. However, if you do not comply with the Proposal voluntarily, we will make

an immediate application to the court for relief to similar effect under the

jurisdiction established in Norwich Pharmacal Co. v Customs and Excise

Commissioners [1974] AC 133. As set out above, you have plainly become

involved in wrongdoing against us. Consequently, under the Norwich

Pharmacal jurisdiction, the court will make an order requiring you to assist us

by providing information to identify the ultimate wrongdoer and ascertain

the full extent of the wrongdoing. Should we be forced to seek this relief, we

will not hesitate to draw the courts attention to your failure to cooperate

when requested and seek an appropriate costs order.

12. We therefore look forward to your respective responses as set out above.

13. We should make it clear that we reserve all our rights against you personally

arising from your receipt, possession, and use of the Data. The Proposals we

have made above are designed to ensure that in the first instance we have a

clear understanding of the circumstances of your receipt and use of that Data,

and what the Data contains.

Iain Clifford Stamp - MATRIXFREEDOM 
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Simon Goldberg
Favourites ·  · 

Iain Clifford and Staff conspiring to hack the you and your cash website because he didn't like 
me exposing him! Please download and re-upload elsewhere! Re Post. 

I hereby claim LAWFUL EXCUSE for publishing this video from an  internal MANAGEMENT 
MEETING at MATRIX FREEDOM - which is allegedly a Private Members Association - which 
may mean that EVERY MEMBER is responsible and liable for Iain Clifford's actions!

If posting this video is considered "illegal" - know that it is posted to prevent a greater crime - 
that of deception and fraud by what I consider to be a group of scammers who have already 
been highlighted by the FCA: https://www.fca.org.uk/.../senj-limited-seychelles...

24 August at 08:32

0:21 / 1:28

18 comments 23 shares

Like Share
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